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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
-1 <X,,n < XZ*n < ... <x,,, < 1, n = 1, 2,.... (1) 
be a matrix X of nodes and, for a function f defined in [ -1, 11 and each n, 
let L,,(f, x) be the corresponding Lagrange interpolation polynomial of 
degree <n - 1 based on the nodes (1). 
Erdos and Turin have proved, in their paper (31, that for every continuous 
function f on [ -1, 1 ] and every sequence of polynomials (CO,,} (deg o, = n) 
satisfying 
)_I w(x) . q(x) . w,(x) d<X = 6,.,. 
.-I 
(1 w(x) dx < -too. w(x)>0 VXE (-1, I), 
--I 
the condition 
lim 1.’ w(x)(L,(f,.u) -f(x)}’ d.y = 0 
fl --, 
holds for all matrices formed by the roots of the polynomials 
R,(x)=w,(x) +AA.q~,(x) +B,w,-,(x). B,<O. (3) 
provided each R,(x) has n distinct roots in [-I. 1 1. 
In particular, (2) is fulfilled for the matrices formed by the roots of the 
Jacobi polynomials P’,“*D’(x) (w(.x) = (1 - x)“( 1 + x)O, a and p > - 1) and of 
the polynomials (1 - x’)(d/dx) P~,4’(~) which are of type (3). 
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It is well known that condition (2) for matrix (1) guarantees the 
convergence of certain collocation-projection procedures for the approximate 
solutions of some operator equations (see Vainikko 161). 
In some extended collocation procedures (see [ 1 I), it is useful to answer 
the following question: 
Find a matrix Y of additional nodes 
1 GY,,, < Yz,n < .‘. < ?Irnp’).,, G 1, xi,n #J;,, V i, j, n. (4) 
where m(n) = an + 6, a, b real and a > 0, such that, for the new matrix 
xv Y: 
Xl,“~~~~rX”.,~?‘l.,,‘~.“2’m,n,.n. n = 1, 2,.... (5) 
the Lagrange interpolation polynomials L, + ,,,(,,,(A x) based on the nodes (5) 
satisfy 
limj’ w(x)(L n+ m&J ~1 -f(x) 1’ dx = 0 
-1 
(6) 
for some class of functions f defined on l-1. 11. 
If the matrix X is formed by the roots of (I,,(x), then since Uiz,,+, = 
nU,(x) T,+,(x), the additional matrix Y may be formed by the roots of 
T, + ,(x) and, quite obviously, (6) holds for any continuous function J 
Unfortunately, this is the only known case of an orthogonal polynomial P 
which can be factorized into two polynomials, one of which is in the same 
orthogonality class as P. However, with some restriction onJ some positive 
result can be found for a large class of nodes matrices. 
We shall prove the following theorem: 





G Nrl(%~PJ <I 
n--rm n(P, - a,) 
and 
7-c lim(@i+ I.,,- Bi.,)n > 0 
d i. 
n-u? 
where xi,n = cos Bi,, and N,(a, /I) stands for the number of I~~,~‘s in la, ,!I]. 
Let the additional nodes yi,, (i = 1, 2,..., an + 6) form a strongly normal 
matrix. Then, using the notation 
@n(x) =fl (x ~ Xi,n), 
i- I 
(7) 
M(n) = !“ ’ w(x) @i(x) dx 
ml% @ff(Vi.n) ’ 
(8) 
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condition (6) is fulfilled for every function f such that 
lim n . Ei( f)+ M(n)=O, (9) n-x 
Iz,here E,(f) is the best uniform approximation off in [-I, 11 by polynomials 
qf degree <n. 
As an application of Theorem A, we obtain the following corollaries 
concerning the classical Jacobi polynomials P:‘(x) = P’,,aq”‘(x). 
COROLLARIES 1, 2, 3. If matrix (5) is formed by the roots of the 
polynomials 
or 
(j) Q,,(x) = (1 -x’) Pjp’(x) $P:‘@,, -1 < a < 1. 
tjj) Q,,(x) = P’,“‘(x) & P)p’(x), -1 <u<o, 
then the Lagrange interpolation polynomials L,(f; x) based on the roots of 
Q,,(x) satisfy: 
in case (j), 
lim 1’ (1 -x’)“(L,,(f,x)-f(x)}*dx=O 
n-u;. , 
if 1 0 < a < 1,f E Lip y, y > + ; or -1 < a < 0,f E Lip y, y > --a I ; 
in case (jj), 
lim 1.’ (1 -x’)““{L.S(f,x)-f(x)}2dx=0, 
n-m.-, 
-1 <a<O.fELipy,y>;-. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND PROOF OF THEOREM A 
In his paper 121, ErdGs proved that, in order for the matrix X to satisfy 
condition (E). it is necessary and sufficient that for every positive number c 
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there exists a sequence of operators p,(j, c, x), defined for all fE Cl-l. 1 1. 
such that 
(i) p,(f, c, X) is a polynomial of degree <n( 1 -t c) (n = 1, 2,...). 
(ii) P,(L C2 Xi,n) =ftxi.n) (i = l...., n). 
(iii) !A& /I p,(f, c, x) -fb)ll = 0 for everyfE Cl-l. 1 I. 
As far as the rate of convergence in (iii) is concerned, Freud has proved in 
141 that condition (E) is also necessary and sufftcient for the existence, for 
every positive constant c, of a sequence of operators p,(f, c. X) satisfying (i), 
(ii) and 
(iv) il p,(f. c, x) -f@)ll < K(c) E,U7 for every fE Cl-l, 1 (. 
By using notations (7), (8) and 
y,(x) = 1 1 Cx - Vi,nh 
I I 
Y,(x) 
ldx) = !q JJi,,)(X -.l’& 
let us prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Y be respectively the matrices (1) and (4). If the 
nodes of the matrix X are arbitrarily choosen and the matrix Y is strongI)> 
normal. then 
Proox Since Y is strongly normal, there exists a positive constant p such 
that 
~‘i.n(-Y)= 1 - y/;(yi,,) yi(YiJA (x -,‘!,,) 3 p > 0 i = l,.... m(n ). 
where. for the Hermite interpolation formula, 





w(x) @$(y dx <+ !hw$~y~ _ y1.. 
n . Ir.n I n . r,n 
Proof of Theorem A. For a fixed positive c such that c < a, let p,(x) = 
p,,(f: c. X) be the polynomial satisfying the properties (i), (ii) and (iv). Since 
(r + s)’ < 2r2 t 2s’ and L,,+,,&J x) -f(x) = L,+,,,,,,,(A x) - P,(X) + 
P,(-Y) -I-(,~)~ 
< 2 jl w(x)(L n+mdfr x> -PMI~ dx 
1 
+ 2 (' w(x){ P,,(X) -f(x) 1' dx. 
.-I 
From (iv), 
1.’ w(x){ p,(x) -f(x)}’ dx 
I 
If L nf ,,,Cn,(J X) interpolates f over n(1 + a) + b nodes and therefore 
L ,1+mdq~-~)=9 f or every polynomial q of degree <n( 1 + a) t b - 1. then, 
for n sufficiently large, L, , m,nj( p,. x) = p,,(x). 
Thus 
where. because of (ii), 
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By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and property (iv), 
From (lo), the last inequality and the Lemma 1. we have 
< flK2(4 G(f) F 1.’ w(x) dx, 
. 1 
(11) 
therefore the hypothesis (9) implies that the last term tends to zero. and so 
the proof is complete. 
3. ON THE ZEROS OF JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
Let us consider the Jacobi polynomials PF3”‘(x). CI, /3 > - 1. and for 
simplicity let us confine ourselves to the ultraspheric case CI =p. The same 
argument, with some more complication, may be used for a # /3. 
Since we deal with the roots of Pp3”‘(x), we shall indicate these 
polynomials by P:‘(x) instead of the classical notation 
Pl;h’(x) = f(at l)T(n+2u+ 1) 
r(2a+ l)f(n+a+ 1) 
Ppyx) 
It is well known that the zeros of the polynomials P!:“(x) with a < 0, as 
well as the zeros of (1 - x’)(d/dx) P:‘(x) with 0 < a < 1. form a strongly 
normal matrix. Let the nodes matrix (5) be formed by the zeros of the 
polynomials 
d 
Q,,(x) = (1 - x2) Pen’(x) . -Pea’(x) n dx n 
or 
Q,,(x) = P:‘(x) . -$ P;‘(x), 
where the nodes x~,~‘s and Y~,~‘s are respectively the zeros of the factor 
polynomials Q,(x) and Y,(x) with: 
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case (a) Q,(x) = P:‘(x), ‘u,,(x) = (I - x2) $Pyx) 
0 .< a < 1 
case (b) Q,,(x) = -$ P):‘(X), Y,,Jx) = Py(x) -1 <a<0 
case (c) @J,,(X) = (1 - x’) &P:‘(x), Y,,,(x) = Pp’(x) -1 <a<o. 
In all cases. the matrix formed by the J~~,~‘s nodes is strongly normal and. 
since (d/&) P:‘(x) = c(n) Pj,m_;“(x), the x~,~‘s nodes satisfy the condition 
(E). In order to apply the Theorem A, we have to investigate the behaviour 
of the function M(n) in the three cases (a), (b). (c). 
Case (a). In this case we have: deg a,(x) = n, deg vi,(x) = n + 1 and 
M(n) = j! ,( 1 - x2)” {P:‘(x))2 dX 
mini(Pjp’(~i.,))2 ’ 
Since the J~;,~‘s are the zeros of (1 - x’)(d/dx) P:‘(x), it is well known (see 
Szego 15, p. 1681) that the sequence formed by the values IPF’(,yi.,)l is 
decreasing in [ - 1,0 ] and increasing in 10, 11. Therefore 
where the symbol z refers to the limiting procedure n --t co (see Szego 15, 
p. f69 I). Since also 
1_’ (1 -x2)“(Py(x)J2 dx 2 K’ 
-I 
we can conclude 
M(n) = O( 1) 
and. in view of (9). we can state the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. For ellery f(x) E Lip y, y > 4, the Lagrange interpolation 
pol~~nomials L,,, _ , (f; x) based on the roots of (1 - x2) PF’(x)(d/dx) P:‘(x). 
0 < a < I. sa tisfil 
lim 1.’ (1 -.Y’)~(L~,,+ ,(.f.-~)~f(.~)}‘d..\.=o. 
11 .’ , 
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Case (b). In this case we have deg @,, = n - 1. deg Y, = II and 
(_I ,(l -. X?)n + ‘{ (d/dx) P;‘(x)}’ ds 
M(n)= . mini{(d/d.~)P~‘(?,i.,I)t’ 
In order to evaluate the lower part of M(n), let us prove the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 2. For every -1 < u < 0, the values of’ the function 
I(d/dx) PF’(x)I, restricted to the roots of P:‘(x), form a sequence which is 
decreasing in [ - I,01 and increasing in [ 0, 1 1. 
Proqf. Let us consider the function 
and observe that 
at the zeros of Pj,a’(x). Since P):‘(s) satisfies the differential equation 
by differentiating (12) we obtain 
and hence 
sgn .Y = sgn J“(x). 
Therefore. on the zeros of P:‘(x). the function (1 - x’)” ’ ‘{ (d/dx) P!“‘(x)\‘ 
is decreasing in ( - 1, 01 and increasing in (0, I 1: hence, a fortiori. the 
function (d/dx) P’,“‘(x) has the same behaviour. 
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Analogously to the preceding case, 
M(n)= .I‘!,(1 -~~)“+‘((d/dx)P~‘(x)}~dx 
l(d/d-~)P~‘(y,,,+,,,,,.,)~* 
= 1’ ,( 1 - x’)~+ ‘(P;‘,‘(x)}’ dx 
v?xh,,,~ ,~/2,,Jl2 
= O(1) 
and hence the following corollary holds: 
COROLLARY 2. For every f(x) E Lip y, y > 5 the Lagrange interpolation 
polmomials L,, ,(jI x) based on the roots of P)p)(x)(d/dx) P:‘(x), 
--. 1 < a < 0. sat+’ 
liF.1.’ (1 -.Tc’)~+‘(L~~~ ,(5x-f(x)}‘dx=O. 
I 
Case (c). In this case we have deg Qn = n + 1, deg Y, = n and 
M(n) = . 
1” ,(l -x’)“((l -x2)(d/dx)P’,“‘(x)J2dx 
mini{ (1 -j)f,.)(d/dx) PF’(yi,n) 1’ ’ 
Let us prove the following analogue to Lemma 2: 
LEMMA 3. For ecery -1 < u < 0, the t’alues of the function I( 1 -x’) 
(d/d.y) Pj,O’(x)I. restricted to the roots of P:‘(x). form a sequence which is 
imreasing iu I- 1, 0 ] and decreasing in [ 0. I I. 
Proof: Let us consider the function g(x) = (1 -x’) f(x), f(x) defined in 
( I2), and observe that it takes the values of (1 - .~>)a ” { (d/dx) P’,“‘(x)/I on 
the zeros of P:‘(x). The derivative of g(x), after some manipulation. taking 
into account that Pjlm’(x) satisfies the differential equation (I 3). becomes 
- 2(a + I) n(n + 2u + 1)(1 -S’)lP?‘(x)l’ 
I 
and then 
sgn x = -sgn g’(x). 
Therefore, on the roots of Pj:‘(x), the function 
g(x) = (I - x2Y I (1 ~~ 2) d& Pj:“(.Y) I- i 
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and, a fortiori, the function 
is increasing in I- 1, 01 and decreasing in [ 0, 1 1. So the lemma is proved. 
Then 
and 
M(n) = I/_’ ,(I ~ x’)“((l --u’)(d/d,~)P’,^‘(x)}‘ds 
((1 -&,W/W P’,“‘h.,,H2 
, I(” ,(l -x’)“+ ‘{(d/dx) P~‘(x)}‘dx 
% 
((1 -~:..)(d/d?c)PI:‘(~,.,))* ’ 
which, by the recurrence formulae (4.5.5) and (4.5.7) in Szego [S 1, is equal 
to 
((n+2a+ 1)*/4)J!,(l -.~‘)““{P::-:(x)}‘d,u 
(n f a)2~PI~‘,(~,.,)J2 
Since it, ,, Z t7 ’ (see Theorem (X.2.1) in Szego IS]), where ~~,,~=cosi~,,,. 
the “Hilb’s type” formula (8.21.17) in Szego 151, leads to P~‘(J,,,,) ‘n’. 
Therefore 
and the following corollary holds: 
COROLLARY 3. For eceq’ Junction J’(x) E Lip y. the Lagrange inter- 
polation polynomials LL,, _ ,(A .I-) based on the roots oJ* (1 -~ x’) Pi:‘(x)(d/d.y) 
P:‘(x). --I < LI < 0. sati$l, 
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